Built for professional steel workers who expect the best and nothing less.

The Rapidrill PRO mobile drill press was designed by steel workers for steel workers.

Weighing in at 7.5lbs of rugged durability, it attaches to your power drill and provides it over 1000lbs of additional force for powerful leverage at a perfect right angle, allowing precise control and an astonishingly longer drill bit life.

Rapidrill can minimize and even eliminate the accepted safety risks of conventional hand drilling.

Rapidrill will adapt to most standard collared drills. Custom size clamps available upon request.

Make the toughest drilling tasks faster, safer, and easier.
The Rapidrill Slim mobile drill press was designed from the Rapidrill Pro.

Weighing in at 4.2lbs alone, it attaches to your power drill and provides it over 1000lbs of additional force for powerful leverage at a perfect right angle, allowing precise control and an astonishingly longer drill bit life.

Rapidrill can minimize and even eliminate the accepted safety risks of hand drilling.

Slim will adapt to most standard collared drills. Custom size clamps available upon request.

Make the toughest drilling tasks faster, safer, and easier.